Risk and Decision-Making for Extreme Events: What Terrorism and Climate Change Have in Common?

Abstract

Terrorism and climate change debates are often characterized by worst-case thinking, cost neglect, probability neglect, and avoidance of the notion of acceptable risk. This is not unexpected when dealing with extreme events. The presentation will describe how risk-based and cost-benefit approaches are well suited to decision-making in these uncertain environments. Structural reliability, systems modelling and probabilistic methods are used to model infrastructure performance, risk reduction and effectiveness of adaptation or protective strategies, exposure, losses, and costs. The concepts will be illustrated with current research of risk-based assessment of climate adaptation strategies including designing new houses in Australia subject to cyclones and extreme wind events.
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In the past decade Mark has received extensive Australian Research Council support to develop probabilistic risk-modelling techniques for infrastructure subject to military and terrorist explosive blasts and cost-benefit assessments of counter-terrorism protective measures for critical infrastructure. In 2011, he received a five-year Australian Professorial Fellowship from the ARC to continue and to extend that work.

Mark currently leads a consortium of five universities in Australia for the $3.5 million CSIRO Flagship Cluster Fund project Climate Adaptation Engineering for Extreme Events (CAEx). The CAEx Cluster is assessing the impact of climate change on damage and safety risks to infrastructure, and assessing the cost-effectiveness of engineering adaptation strategies.

This lecture is free, and preregistration is encouraged. Reserve your space by contacting Carol Scott at scott.30@osu.edu – (614) 292-3533. One (1) PDH credit will be offered for attending the entire lecture and a certificate will be provided.